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Mystery
we commented editorially on the decision of
South African Communists to abandon their earlier policy of
working through other organisations, and their announcement of
their existence in an organised, if clandestine, 'Communist Party
of South Africa'. We predicted then that this decision would involve them in opposition to African nationalism, and antagonism
to it.
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SOME MONTHS AGO,

Since then, little has been heard of the 'Communist Party'. There
have of course been the usual ill-informed and far-flung accusations by witch-hunting Cabinet ministers and their minions. But
these have been far more concerned to stigmatise non-communists
(like Mrs. Joseph) and even anti-communists (like Mr. Duncan),
presumably in the hope that they can still frighten the vast mass
of opposition into silence by a combination of name-calling and
brutality. The Communists themselves have remained silent.
But they have been under attack from another quarter, and one
which indicates that the split we anticipated has become a real
one. Reports stemming from a variety of places-principally
Johannesburg~ Maseru, London and Dar es Salaam-have repeatedly suggested that Nelson Mandela was "sold out" to the
Special Branch by Communists. The r.eason given is his severe
disagreement with Communist leaders at a meeting in Matatiele
on his return from abroad over his more extreme nationalist
approach to future activity in South Africa.

By their nature these statements cannot be verified-their importance lies in the fact that they are made. But they can be
interpreted, and one clear lesson than can be drawn from the
attempt to blame the Communists for Mandela's arrest is that they
are regarded as sufficiently far from the centre of the freedom
struggle to be used as a scapegoat.
Whether they have in fact been cut completely adrift from it
remains to be seen. Certainly their chances of returning to their
former hard-earned central position increase with every attack
on them made by Mr. Vorster or the S.A.B.e. At a higher level
of public opinion, the Conimunists are also being helped by the
indecently obvious alliance between Dr. Verwoerd's Government
and the Western powers.
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Senghor and
Socialism
CLIVE

WAKE

Marx to Teilhard de Chardin
~N MA~Y . WAYS) SENGHOR'S concept of African socialism
IS remInIscent of that of other African leaders distingui~hing itself perhaps mainly by emphasis' on its
Af~Icar:n:ss and by the intellectual objectivity with
whIch It IS elaborated. Senghor is known chiefly as a poet
and as the exponent of negritude. Many imagine him
to be a dreamer whose presence in politics is difficult
to ~omprehend. In spite of this rather unfair image,
he IS an astute politician with immense practical experience, and one of the three leading figures in the politics
of F:ench-speaking West Africa, along with Sekou
Toure and Houphouet-Boigny.
The independence of French-speaking Africa owes a
~reat deal to his intelligent handling and foresight. He
IS a practical politician with considerable understanding
of human nature and. its weaknesses, and gifted with
great tolerance. He enJoys undoubted popularity among
the mass of ~e~egales~ peasantry, much to the chagrin
of the OpposItIon. LIttle of what he has written on
poli~ics and the future of independent Africa is known
outsIde the French-speaking world, except by the experts. He ~as recen~l~ published his thoughts on what
he calls. ~frIcan SocIalIsm, stressing mainly the cultural
and polItIcal aspects, while his Prime Minister Mamadou Di~; has written in a very illuminating w~y on its
economIC aspects. For Senghor, Africa will not be really
free until i~ is culturally free, although he does not
mean by thIS that Western Civilisation must be in any
way rejected. What he looks for is a "symbiosis" of
Europe and that part of African traditional culture that
is still relevant here. and now in the 20th century. He
places great emphasIs on the need for Africa to face up
to the de~ands of its contemporary situation, and not
to waste tIme on negative recriminations against the
col~nialist regime or "in digging up from the past an
AfrIcan culture that no longer has any relevance.
Senghor starts with Marx. He talks of the tremendous
propaganda he and his fellow African students were
subjected. to by French Marxists in the early thirties,
~ s they stIll are. One sees its influence in many African
~ntellectuals who have studied in Paris. Senghor himself
IS mo~e attracted by the early Marx, on the way to
beCOlTIlng a great metaphysician and moralist, before
he became side-tracked into a negative detenninism.
~eng??r repeatedl.v. criticises the French-speaking Afri~?n ehte for remaInIng blindly lava I to an idea of Marx
that is not only irrelevant to modern Africa, but also
eLl V E W A K E is on the staff of the University
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Salisbury.
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to the modern worl.d as ~ whole. Senghor himself really
uses Marx .as a JumpIn~-board, distinguishing those
aspects of hIS thought whIch can be retained as useful
- mainly questions of method - and those such as
the class-war, materialism, which have no r~lation to
the African situation. Yet, while he uses Marx as an
intellectual starting-point, he has, like Mamadou Dia
litt!e time for European Communism, because, h~
claIms, the European proletariat has profited as much
from colonialism as anyone else, and the economic
enslavement of Russia's satellites is even more complete
than anything Capitalism could do.
IT IS OBVIOUS to any observer that some form of socialisation is necessary in the newly independent African
states for SOIne time to come, to enable them to transform thelnselves from underdeveloped countries into
d~velope~ ones. The concept of the single-party state,
wIth all Its dangers, stems inevitably from this in the
absence of a national unity so often still to be achieved.
Senghor's idea of African socialism essentially comes
down to this as well. He appeals to the people of
Senega.l to wor~ as .one towards the creation of the fully
self-relIant natIon, In so far as any nation can be so in
the modern world. His first concept then is that of
the Nation, which, unlike Marx, he'sees ~s the basic
unit. A wider unity for Africa there must and will be
but on the lines of the federation system. Senghor ha~
always held fast to this idea of a federation of states
which he regards as the only way to lnaintain a prope;
respect for liberty.
In order to play a constructive part in what he calls
the creation of the Universal Civilisation to which the
world is tending, each race, but more particularly each
N~tion, must contribute its own personality. The future
unIty of the human race which with Teilhard de
Chardin, he sees as inevitable, wili be constructed not
out of a levelling of all cultures inherent in the Marxist
yision, ~ut by a complementing of one another. QuotIng TeI1hard de Chardin - who with Marx is his
greatest source of inspiration - he says that men are
not equal, they complement one another.
But the Nation must first be built. The underdeveloped countries have the duty to become Nations
and fC?r. ~his they requ~r~ internal solidarity of purpose~
He crItICIses the OppOSItIon parties of African states for
their will to sabotage the popularly elected therefore
democratic, government for the sake of powe~. He also
comes down heavily on the Trade Unions for having
betrayed their vocation.
Senghor rejects the class struggle in Africa whereas
the Trade Unions still cling to it; he also r~jects any
attempt to bring it into existence. The Trade Unions,
says Senghor, are still too tied to their European
counterparts. (Most political parties and trade unions
in Frenc~-speaking West Africa, until fairly recently,
we:e affilIated to metropolitan organisations.) Senghor
pOInts out that the members of the African Trade
Unions do not represent the proletariat of Africa. On
the contrary, they are the better-paid section of the
community, and, in Senegal, form only 10% of the
popu!ation. The real proletariat is the peasant class,
and It must be the endeavour of the State to raise its
THE
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standard of living to put it on a par with the rest of
the community. To this end, agriculture in Senegal has
been almost entirely socialised - and the salaries of
government employees pegged. Senghor advises the
Trade Unions to occupy themselves more profitably by
organising workers' co-operatives, a task they have too
long neglected. He will give them no say in the active
running of the country, which must remain the task
of the elected delTIocratic State.
The State then becomes the key instrument in the
building of the Nation. It is democratic because elected
by the people, and it must assume the powers necessary
to direct, with. strength, the building of the Nation. We
are back now where we started. The State is the fl)cal
point. Senghor is well aware of the dangers of such a
systen1, but he gives no real safeguards which bind the
State and ensure personal liberty, except for his ('"vn
deep humanism, and, although he affirms the existence
of God against the Marxist atheism, he does not place
Him above the State or allocate to Him any fundamental rights.
Senghor rejects the tendency of the communist state
to depersonalise and to make the person part of an
ilTIpersonal whole. He insists on the decentralisation of
the administration, so as to spread as much responsibility as possible throughout the system. In actual
practice, this is what is being done in Senegal, especially
in the "rural animation" schemes, as they are called
(another way of talking of community development).

nothing of value from the West should be rejected by
Africa, there are elements in her own culture which
can be used. He sees African society as essentially
socialistic, in its emphasis on the community, a communion of persons, superior to the Marxist collectivity
of individuals. This must form the basis of the African
socialism. Moreover, the African has a method of perception which, because of its penetration of the object
(as opposed to the objectivity of the European method)
gives the African a real sense of the value of the person
and of things. This method of perception is very close
to the modern European one, as expressed in phenomenology, personalism, etc., but whereas Europe has
only now come upon it, Africa has always had it, and
still has it. The African socialism can therefore possess
a genuine humanism.
For Senghor, African socialism must be open, receptive, able to absorb anything of profit to it, from whatever source. It must be based on spiritual values, and
on the primary need to give Africa a culture of her own.
No society can be built on politics alone, and Senghor
does not follow Nkrumah in his dictum: Seek ye first
the political kingdom. He refuses an inhuman dogmatism, and emphasises the value of the person. Senegalese
Socialism must work with the rest of Africa and the
world towards the realisation of the Universal Civilisation.
•

SENGHOR STARTS FROM MARX and ends with Teilhard de
Chardin. Marx has provided a method and is the discoverer, in modern times, of sociology, but Senghor finds
his materialism unsatisfactory, a dead-end. God does
exists and Spirit is of greater importance than matter.
The latter, in fact, derives its meaning from the Spirit.
Man is not merely the homo oeconomicus, but is essentially homo sapiens. Nevertheless, Senghor sees in Marx
what Marx did not believe himself to be, a philosopher,
and more, a metaphysician whose mistake was to have
allowed himself to be side-tracked by materialist determinism. Senghor points out that, as can be seen in the
work of Teilhard de Chardin, modern thought, scientific
and philosophical, emphasises the unpredictable, the
unmeasurable in nature and in Man. Determinism
deprives Man of his liberty, but contemporary thought
restores it to him bv reasserting his right to choose for
himself. The alienation of the colonial world was done
away with by the restoration of the right to choose by
the Constitution of 1958.
The essence of independence, of freedom lies in this
right to choose for oneself how one will act, as an individual, as a Nation. Modern Africa must make the choice
that will give it its place among the nations of the
world. This choice, which must be made from the right
use of the Nation's own assets, will enable it to make its
contribution to the Universal Civilisation. Senghor
always sees Senegal's own future as inseparable from
that of the rest of Mankind. This Universal Civilisation
is the centre-piece of his vision, for which he finds
confirmation
Teilhard de Chardin's evolutionism and
and not in Marx's proletarian millennium.
At this point, Senghor brings in negritude. While
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Blame it on the Missionaries

J. ARTHUR MAIMANE

FOR SOME YEARS NOW the white liberal has been puzzled
by the 'educated Native's' hostile attitude towards his
educator and benefactor: the white missionary. I and
other such 'Natives' have for some time now been asked
to explain this hostility - which I must confess I was
at first not aware of feeling or displaying. My answer
could of course not be a simple "I don't know", because
the 'educated Native' is expected by the liberal to be
omniscient, south of the colour line: he must be able
to analyse himself and all other black people at the
drop of a word. So I have fumbled some hastily thoughtup explanation like "because they treat us like precocious and erratic children" - which is true in its own
way.
But with time I knew I had to answer this question
for and to myself. Why do I - if I do? And the first
glimmering of an answer is that the intrepid missionary
who brought us The Light, taught us to read, write and
think (he would have us believe), has done us a great
disservice. Not by replacing the Rain God with Christ,

or making us think on the basis of a prenlise that was
alien to us; after all, it is possible to make a vegetarian
of a lion, if one begins early enough, though there is
always the risk of it 'going native'.
The disservice done us was innate in the missionary.
Any nlan who could decide, a hundred and more years
ago, to leave the known risks and securities of, say,
Scotland, to brave (no, blunder through) the unknown
hazards of Darkest Africa or Yellowest Asia simply to
"bring the light to the barbarian" had to have an
unimaginative, narrow-minded, bigoted and dogmatic
character. A man who would stubbornly wear a frock
coat and starched collar while saying Mass on the banks
of the Niger - and insist on his black converts being as
"suitably" and uncomfortably dressed. A person horrified by the "corruption" of the hymns he taught into
the "barbaric" rhythms that his converts were more
familiar with - people, remember, who had through
past centuries believed that worship was joyous, not a
monotonous lament( an idea which the Church is now
entertaining by experimenting with Jazz Masses to lure
the Western youth into church).

Abiku

STIFLING CASSOCKS and boring hymns. If only the missionary had stopped there! Then even the principle of
turning the other cheek to the white neighbour one was
to love even if he did not love you - though his was
the Christian civilisation - could have been accepted;
with the unloving neighbour excused as the heathen.
But to get his converts to sweat and itch while they
wailed at worship, the missionary felt he had to completely erase their civilisation - rather, customs; only a
civilisation that could invent the wheel was to be regarded as such, even if the other was much older. The
missionary was successful in his destruction, and today
I am proudly patted on the back for being a 'detribalised
Native'; worse still, I take some pride in being so
classified.
There have been liberal cluckings of tongues and
shaking of sad heads (at the same time as the pat on
the back) at the plight of the urban, "rootless" African
without a past to buttress him and without the ability
to assimilate Western Civilisation, which is the future:
to become a black white man. If this is so, blame it
on the missionary. We do - and not because we want
to become black white men, just men among men.
Because the Inissionary was first to warn us against our
own civilisation, which would lead us to hell and persuaded us to adopt his - while the custodians of his
civilisation ridicule and frustrate our attempts at assimilation.
But were we barbarians? Are "customs" barbaric
when even the best attempts of a modern welfare society
still cannot match them? To the missionary it was
unheard-of degeneration that my tribe (and others) had

Abiku means "child born to die". A spirit child that is born
by a human mother but dies young in order to return to its
spirit companions. The A biku may be born four or five
times in succession by the same mother who will try to
"make him stay" with the help of magical medicines.

Coming and going these several seasons,
Do stay out on the baobab tree,
Fonow where you please your kindred spirits
If indoors is not enou.gh for )JOU.
True, it leaks through the thatch
When floods brim the banks,
And the bats and the owls
Often tear in at night through the eaves,
And at harmatt'an*, the bamboo walls
A re ready tinder for the fire
That dries the fresh fish up on the wrack.
Still, ies been the healthy stock
To several fingers, to manly more will be
Who reach to the sun.
No longer then bestride the threshold
But step in and stay
For good. 'We know· the knife scars
Serrating down your baek and front
Like beak of the sword-fish,
And both your ears, notched
As a bondsman to this house,
Are all relics of your first eornings.
Then step in, step in and stay
For her body is tired,
Tired, her milk going sour
Where many more mouths gladden the heart.
JOHN

PEPPER

*Dry wind from the Sahara Desert.
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devised a system which made widows' and old-age
pensions unnecessary.
.
When a man died in my tribe, his brother marned
his wife and brought up her children as his own.
Polygamy, yes; but they did not have, to l~ve as man
and wife; this was to ensure that a man s chIldren grew
up in the n1anner his family approved of.
And the youngest son of the family knew from an
early age that he was expected to feed and. shel~er with whatever help his elder brothers could gIve hImhis parents when they were too old to take care of
themselves.
(The Hawaiians - whose civilisation was as religiously smashed by Puritan missionaries from New
England - had a much more definite manner of keeping their kings blue-blooded than Eur~pe h~s ever ~een
able to devise: the heir-apparent marrIed hIS own SIster
- and none of them became feeble-minded.)
and old-age pensions were unknown
and unnecessary, divorce and juvenile delinquency were
as rare. Everybody is of course familiar with the hackneyed pro-polygamy arguments relating to divorce. ~ut
at least in my civilisation these were not the prIme
factors for stable family life; not every person could
afford polygamy, anyway.
In my tribe - perhaps while I'm being accused of
chauvinism I should say 'my nation' - the day before
a girl was married, she was 'instructed' by the elderly
WOInen of her family - a refresher course of what she
had been taught from childhood, that:
.
When she marries, she is 'born' into another famIly
and her natural family remains a part of her only as
much as the other families in the village (to take an
extreme example: when a Zulu girl marries a Mosotho she ceases to think of herself as a Zulu).
Her new life is to be dedicated to this new family,
to whose customs she has to model herself, and from
which she could be expelled at great cost and humiliation to her natural parents - the refund of the
dowry cattle, for instance.
That if she was expelled - divorced - her chances
of remarriage were almost nil, as she would be regarded with contemptuous suspicion by young men,
and there wasn't much of a chance either with
middle-aged widowers, as they could as easily find
virgins.
These 'instructions' covered all possible facets of
marital life, and were given to the bride-to-be to help
her adjust to a new life; a life she was only permitted
into after both families involved had satisfied themselves
that their children's choice was the best possible for a
happy marriage.
JUST AS WIDOWS'

given short shrift as
soon as they reared their ugly heads in the community.
Any child in any village was not only his own parents'
son; he belonged to the village and tribe., All .persons
his parents' age were 'Father' and 'Mother to hIm, and
he addressed them as such; those younger were 'Uncle'
and 'Aunt'; those still younger were 'elder brother' and
'elder sister'. And to them all he had to give the same
respect as he gave to their equivalents in his family.

THE JUVENILE DELINQUENTS WERE
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And from any of them he would receive wha.tever dIsciplinary measures were necess.ary when he .mIsbeh~~ed
- quite often the young culprIt would be bIrched ( G~
cut a" switch for your beating !") on the scene of hIS
mischief and then dragged home to his father, who
after being told of the mischief, would administer
another dose if he thought the first had not been strong
enough.
.
Thus no need for policemen; every man was hIS
brother's - and his brother's son's - keeper.
And
copper.
UNTIL A FEW YEARS AGO, I had come to believe what I
was taught by the latter-day David Livingstones: that
my people's history begins with the arri~al of Jan van
Riebeek at the Cape of Good Hope. ThIS was based on
the fact that we had no written history, and those who
could write were not interested in delving into the past.
If I had not been trying so hard to become detribalised (my father was a priest and I lived a~ong missionaries), I would have disputed these teachIngs from
an early age. But I did not listen with interest then. to
the stories my grandmother told of our past; readIng
my text-books and unconsciously hoping the Voortrekkers would win the Battle of Blood River was much
more exciting - and it earned good marks at the
examinations.
From the detailed introductions made when a stranger
visited my home (with my father or grandmother g<:>ing
back ten generations if need be to find the marrIage
that linked my family to this stranger's) I. should ha~e
known that there was a history to be wrItten, even If
there would still be wide gaps in it. But, alas, ~ ~as
bored by these introductions: he was not a kIssIng
cousin, so to hell with him!
What I do know of my history is from listening to
the songs and praises chanted at weddings (~hen t~e
rival families were impressing each other WIth theIr
genealogy and its heroes), births (when a baby was
welcomed as another branch of an illustrious family tree)
and other family occasions. Only a few ageing people
still know these and when they go it will be gone
forever (unless ~e are to depend on scientists who .seem
only interested in proving tenuous "European Influences" on these civilisations).

swamped everything, each family knew its own history, while one

BEFORE THE MISSIONARY'S INFLUENCE
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family was the gfficial custodian (and relator) of .all
these histories and that of the tribe as a whole. WIth
the missionary's help a hundred or even fifty years ago,
these histories could have been preserved. But I am
inclined to believe that if these people had then - like
the polynesian prince in James Michener's Hawaiipleaded with the missionary that they dictate these
histories to him, they would have been laughed away.
Impossible! the missionary would say, how can you
remember all that? - forgetting the Greek history he
had presumably learnt while studying for the ministry.
This disservice - the successful erasure of our past is one of the reasons why the missionary has not received the gratitude that seems his due; even famous
figures like Father Huddleston did not inspire gratitude
- only admiration for doing what we expected any
honourable and principled man to do.
•

Dream Money
In Leo
JAMES

CURREY

TO MOST PEOPLE 'Congo-Brazza' still means French
Africa while 'Congo-Leo' means ex-Belgian Africa. This
shortening of names does not stop with the two capitals;
Matadi becomes 'Mat' and, inevitably, Stanleyville
becomes 'Stan'. Brazzaville and Leopoldville sit among
the trees on opposite sides of le pool, a mile-wide part
of the Congo river. The ferries pass one another half
way at each half-hour amid wedges of the evergrowing
green weed. The women's clothes vividly colour the
lower decks. Their babies, like little knights, joust one
another from their mothers' backs and yell for the inevitable attention of a bulging Frenchwoman. Congolese stand white-shirted at the rails. A Belgian golfing
party talks on the top of the first class gangway.

is provincial French; there is a Chambre
du Commerce and a Place de tHotel de ville. Frenchmen pop up and down on their mopeds, buy batons of
bread, drink aperitifs. They look very French even with
their black skins. From the ferry the town is rapidly
swallowed up among the trees.

BRAZZAVILLE

sets out to be a great capital. Large
banks, office buildings look out across the trees as the
ferry draws into le beach. Along the main boulevard,
at night, the street lights stretch undulating into the
distance with the promise of kilometres of town. But in

LEOPOLDVILLE

J A M E S CUR R E Y, who works in the Cape Town
office of an English publishing house, has recently
visited a number of African countries.
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fact the town peters out into leafy suburbs after a few
hundred lnetres. Leo has the clean-limbed look of the
towns in Babar the Baby Elephant. Except that everything is becolning tatty at the edges. The grass is unkelnpt. There is a stink of urine. And only one ?l~ck
of offices is being slowly built. For, of course, the mInIng
millions of Katanga have until now been pocketed by
Tshombe.
IN BRAZZAVILLE the money is good but the prices are. as
wildly high as they are throughout Frenc~ speakIng
West Africa. "It casts me", yelled an AmerIcan across
a Brazza hotel lounge, "twenty dallars every time my
family wants to eat". The Cen~ral African ~ede:ation
franc is still controlled from ParIS and the prIces In the
shops look the salne as in Metropolitan France..But as
the Central African francs are meant to be tWIce the
value of the old French franc the cost of a meal knocks
the lining out of a visitor's stomach.
In Leopoldville the money is upsetting. It is dream
money. There is lots of it to be seen everywhere. Bank
notes flicker in hands. On the Brazza side of the ferry
the young Zazous, or teddyboys, stand leafing their wads
of Congo-Leo notes under the trees. The French bank
clerk shrugs his shoulders at the sight of Congo-.Leo
notes which he has not been allowed to exchange SInce
independence and says, frankly, that the only thing to
do is to see what you can get out of the note-leafing
boys. Officially the rate of exchange is 3i Brazza francs
for every Leo franc. But the black market rate is closer
to one for one. In Leo you can hardly sit down for a
glass of Primus beer at one of the boulevard cafes before
you are asked for your Brazza francs. The cost of living
is thus reduced to almost a third for visitors who come
via Brazzaville.
Money - raggedy three-foot Leo boys with bar~ f.eet
peel off crisp notes. Money - a quarter of a mIllIon
Leo francs for a second-hand Vauxhall which has not
been serviced since independence. Money - a game
played at the Leo street corners with two blank playing
cards and a joker. The Maitre du Casino squats on the
pavelnent flickering cards frOln finger to finger. and
chanting: "Tunisie - Nigerie - Maroc - Anglals Francais - BeIge - Tshombe". He teases the crowd for
bets as to which is the joker. A blonde Swedish D.N.
man lays a thousand francs and shrugs as the crowd
groans at his loss. The chant rebursts: 'AnglaisFrancais - BeIge - Tshombe'.
THE UNITED NATIONS are everywhere. Pale blue berets,
pale blue scarves and fawn uniforms make this the
prettiest army since the red-coats. White jeeps moan
along the boulevards. A Thai clambers into the back
of a white Bedford two-tonner as it moves away froln
a boulevard cafe. An Indian medical orderly Sundaydrives three new colleagues who flew in yesterday from
Bombay; he points out the sights of the town: "Now
that is where you purchase your films". At the University College of Lovanium a Canadian family swims in
the pool while a Nigerian soldier guards the nuclear
reactor. There is not much for the soldiers to do in
the town except to finger the tourist trinkets and to
think what to send back to County Donegal. And, of
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course, the night clubs dust-pan in the money. 'The
Cage' is billed as a sultry tropical strip-tease; but the
totem symbols are very lTIuch of Europe, with a bit of
flagellation and a cigarette stubbed out on a girl's
naked breast.
fill the flats and the hotels,
although many of the Belgian villas have dust-drawn
curtains and weeds on the crazy-paving. Hotels Residence, Stanley, Memling, Pool and Regina are permanently full.
"Have you got a room for tonight?"
The Congolese doorkeeper replies: "I think so, but
you must return at four o'clock. Madame will then
come and she will tell you".
"Is it probable that there will be a room?"
uBien sur. It is probable. Where do you work?"
I realise too late that he assumes that I work for the
U.N. or an embassy, but without thinking I reply:
"In South Africa".
"There is no room." His expression remains unchanged.
"But I am completely against the South African
government." I explode out the words.
"Madame will tell you which room you can have at
four o'clock." His expression remains unchanged. I
know I have got my room.
THE U.N. AND ITS AGENCIES

Ford and Gulbenkian conscience lnoney lies under the buildings although
it only supports Roman Catholic freedom of conscience.
I ts association with the university of Louvain remains
close. Professor Nicaise lectures in Belgium for half
the year on the political systems of Africa. A gaunt
priest in a floor-sweeping hassock looks into an American spectroscope. "It cost a million Belgian francs," he
says. The Americans have built an atomic reactor.
They have just beaten the Russians who have been
putting one in for the University of Cairo. M. Carlier,
a botanist, compares the progressive stunting of the
growth of the pots of lnaize exposed to 5, 10, 15 and
20 thousand roentgens of radioactivity. He points
proudly. "Perhaps chlorophyll has totally ceased to
exist in that one."
The Alliance Franfaise has arranged for the university staff to play their production of La Guerre de Troie
n'aura pas lieu at the Theatre du Zoo. Giraudoux is
being watched by Congolese, French and Belgians. The
Congolese girls sit magnificent in their swathes of rich
Boussac cloths. Apparently the war lTIight not have
LOVANIUM IS A BOOM UNIVERSITY.
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taken place; though in the interval a Belgian said
quietly to me: "The wife of the commander of the
Force .Publique said to me on the eve of independence
'TOlnorrow we shall be foreigners here'."
THE COURRIER D'AFRIQUE stands near a star of avenues.
Two small Citroen vans are loading the day's edition.
Boys with piles of newspapers run along the dusty
pavements. The afternoon sun glints in the trees. I ask
a journalist: "Le C ourrier d) Afrique is an evening
paper?"
"Oh no! It's a morning paper."
"Well, then isn't it rather late?"
"Yes, perhaps. For some time it did not come out
at all. M. le Directeur was locked up by the governInent of the Congo."
M. Gabriel Makoso, le Directeur, is nicely tailored
and briskly friendly. He smiles at the mention of jail.
His assistant, Antoine Matumono, is an Angolan politician. He sits behind a desk full of agency photographs
and proofs and says with all the confidence of youth,
"I am a member of the Provisional Government of
Angola. I am the Minister of Foreign Affairs."
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF ANGOLA has its headquarters in an old Belgian villa near the centre of
Leopoldville. Round it the earth is trodden bare like a
chicken run. The Provisional Government is in fact the
executive of Holden Roberto's Uniao das Populafoes de
Angola (V. P.A.). It has been running the guerilla warfare in Northern Angola which has changed the whole
position of Portugal in Africa. Guerillas in khaki shorts
and with bare feet squat on the ground to cook. Just
over the wall from an everyday suburban road they
wash, talk and cut one another's hair. A man with a
Portuguese bullet hole in his cheek wanders around
behind a bulge of bandages. Holden Roberto stops a
lTIan with an arm smashed by a grenade. "The Portuguese insist that our struggle has been crushed," says
M. Neco, the Press Officer. "But we know that it is
otherwise." His French is easy to understand with its
heavy Portuguese accent.
Holden Roberto cuts his well-suited way through the
morning ablutions. His arguments and movements are
equally well tailored, except on the question of the
quarrel with his political rivals, the M.P.L.A. He is
slim, tall and a little reserved behind his spectacles.
He is very conscious of being le premier ministre. "Our
greatest need is arms," he says, as though he were discussing coffee plantations or dock equipment. But the
only considerable offer of arms would have had Russian
technicians attached. "The second need is for drugs.
Against malaria, tetanus and gangrene." He speaks easy
English. The imminent arrival of 100 men of the
M.P.L.A. from Algeria will mean that their political
rivals will join battle against the Portuguese.
A young Methodist arrives with his father from the
post he runs on the frontier to help Angolan refugees;
there are many protestants in the V.P.A. In the main
office people sit at almost bare tables working with
determined silence; it is gloomy and cool. Occasional
voices come in from the yard. Then I walk back to the
hotel world of aperitifs down the Avenue Charles de
Gaulle.
•
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POTLAKO K. LEBALLO

The Future of Pan-Africanis

PAN-AFRICANISM AS AN ideology, is a higher philosophy
of a New Afrika. It is a blue-print of a giant monolithic
State of Afrika - the glorious Union of African States.
Discussing the future of Afrika in his book, PanAfricanism or Communism, George Padmore observed
that:

"there is a growing feeling among politically conscious Africans throughout the Continent that their destiny is one, that
what happens in one part of Africa to Africans, must affect
Africans living in other parts".

We honour Ghana as the first Independent State in
modern Africa which, under the courageous leadership
of the Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah - Africa's
Number One Liberator - has written in her Constitution a clause providing for the Union of African States
which entails the ~urrendering of her sovereignty. We
Pan-Africanists regard this vision of a democratic Union
of African States as the sacred duty of every African
State to strive for ceaselessly, unselfishly and energetically, for the creation of a Union of Afrika, stretching from Cape to Cairo, Morocco to Malagasy. The
days of small independent countries are gone.
OBSTACLES
OF

TO

FORMATION

AFRICAN

OF

UNION

STATES

What its nature and structure will be; what its role
and task, have not yet been detennined. Many, perhaps,
think of the Union of Afrika as a "Black Power" and
.
'
WIth Paul Robeson would "like to go to Ghana or
Tanganyika just to sit there for a few days and observe
this black power". Before I give an outline of PanAfricanism we envisage, I should like to treat briefly
the obstacles we are bound to come across.
Let us be certain then, that by 1973 the African
people shall have entered through the glittering gates
of a giant monolithic State of Afrika - the Union of
African States - and every part of the continent freed
from foreign domination. In some parts the changeover will have been comparatively peacefully achieved,
while in others freedom will have been achieved after
bitter bloody fighting which will leave in its wake a
legacy of destruction and hate. In the latter States,
particularly, the first five or ten years will be years of
readjustment and feverish reconstruction and planning.
There will be plenty of work to be done, and the capital
for that will be forthcoming from both the East and the
West, because there can be no greater guarantee against
both political and economic instability than the final
recognition of the supremacy of African interests in
Afrika. This era of African Nationalism shall have been
K. L E B ALL 0,
former national
secretary of the banned Pan Africanist Congress,
recently completed a two-year term of imprisonment for incitement, was deported to Basutoland
and is at present in New York appearing before
the UN Committee on Colonialism.
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shifted to the background for safekeeping in case of a
re-emergence of foreign danger. Pan-Africanism shall
have fully emerged in its post-reconstruction period.
The African Independent States will at that time be
faced with the danger of Neo-colonialism.
By that time, of course, those African States that had
achieved independence earlier, would presumably be
more advanced politically, economically and socially
than the newly emerged states. The older states would
have passed through the first two of the four stages:
(a) the attainment of freedom and independence;
(b) the consolidation of that freedom and independence;
(c) the creation of unity and community between
the free African states; and
(d) the economic and social reconstruction of Afrika.
By virtue of their experience and development, these
states will probably claim and be accorded the right to
act as big brothers to the younger states.
CHICANERY

OF

SOME

LEADERS

Of course, we will have recalcitrants. I am quite
certain that some of the leaders of African states who
are "great" for personal power or fame or either because
the Press has built and made them so, or because they
are one-eyed dwarfs in a land of blind dwarfs, will
advance a number of excuses and, under the cloak of
"realism", will attempt to put off the complete unification of the African continent for the fear of losing
their "greatness" - which they undoubtedly will - in
a greater Afrika where much Inore talent will be available. Some leaders, again, while paying lip-service to
the concept of Pan-Africanism, will nonetheless demand
autonomy for each state in order that they lnay relnain
in the public eye. Such obstacles we must be prepared
for, and must vigorously put forard before the masses
with intensity the ideas of Pan-Africanism as a higher
philosophy of a New Afrika. The goals of our ideological outlook on Pan-Africanism must be thoroughly
hammered and kept in view at all times in the minds
of the people in order to overcome the hesitant leaders.
WHO

ARE

AFRICAN

NATIONALISTS?

For us, fortunately, all African Nationalist leaders on
the continent are Pan-Africanists, and are not likely to
allow personal ambition to hamper the cause for which
they laboured and suffered so long.
In fact, we in South Africa shall have no hesitancy
whatsoever to announce or declare the surrender of the
sovereignty of our independence to the Union of
African States on the very first day of our freedom or
take over.
Furthermore, not only are the leaders committed to
Pan-Africanism, but that is also the goal on which they
have riveted the eyes of their followers and the latter
will not allow them to deviate. Should they do so, they
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In a trio of Pan-Africanist studies, Pot/ako K.
Leballo follows E. L. Ntloedibe ("Race and Nationhood", September) and will be succeeded by foe
Mo/efi on "African Socialisln" (Decenl.ber).

will lose their following, and young and Inore determined African Nationalist leaders will take over and
with the support of t,he older states as well as that of
other African nationalist parties on the continent, will
destroy tribal and religious factionalism, assert the free
independent African Personality, and lead their states
triumphantly into the free, democratic Union of African
States. I am positively certain that in every African
state the political party that will triumph will be one
wholly committed to Pan-Africanism precisely because
of the overwhelming desire of the African people to
have formal expression of their oneness.
FRAMEWORK

OF

AFRICAN

THE

UNION

OF

STATES

There would appear to be no clear agreement yet
among African Nationalists on the constitutional structure of the Union of African States. At the Accra All
African Peoples' Conference in 1958, Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah stressed the necessity for such communion of
our own to give expression to the blossom of African
Personality - when Pan-Africanism as a space-vehicle
of our blue-print, shall have scaled heights unsealed and
reached the summit, the pinnacle of a New Afrika. In
fact, this is our uncompromising irrevocable stand which
entails the ideal of Afrika for the Africans, which Ineans
the democratic rule of an African majority - government of the Africans by the Africans for the Africans
with everybody who owes his or her loyalty only to
Afrika and who accepts unequivocally the democratic
rule of an African lnajority being regarded as an
African. We guarantee no minority rights. We think in
terms of individuals, not groups. The conference in
Accra adopted this view regardless of the constitutional
framework in which it will ultimately find expression.
In other words, the Conference adopted George Padmore's outline of an initial federation of States on
regional basis, finally merging into federal United States
of Afrika.
The Pan-Africanists in South Africa, though they
have adopted the salne outline, are, however, not
enamoured of federations for the reason that they entail
compromise - sometimes on very vital issues. They
militate against effective unity because inherent in them
is the idea of "trial for a period" and the threat of
ultimate secession by one state or another. The shortcomings of a federal structure have been amply demonstrated, in recent years, in the United States of America,
and one notes that the trend there to-day is towards
effective centralisation of power towards a unitary
constitution. And it is a unitary constitution that the
Pan-Africanists envisage for the Union of African States,
with all power vested in a central government freely
elected by the whole continent on the basis of universal
adult suffrage.
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MENACE

OF

ARTIFICIAL

TERRITORIAL

BOUNDARIES

Such elections, we know, will be a colossal task. But
they are inevitable. The removal of the territorial
boundaries created by the imperialist powers will result
in a 1110re equitable distribution of the population while
facilitating the delimitation of the continent for purposes of elections. In such a set-up, only continent-wide
parties, committed to a continental programme and
cutting across sectional ties and interests, whether of a
tribal or of a religious nature, are possible. This will,
in turn, promote the idea of African Unity and the
concept of a free and independent African personality.
ECONOMIC

ASPECT

OF

A

NEW

AFRIKA

On the economic plane, the advantages to be derived
froln a giant Pan-Africanist State are but too obvious.
The potential wealth of Afrika in minerals, oil, hydroelectric power, etc., is immense. Afrika is a rich continent, with a variety of products. By cutting out waste,
through systematic planning, a central government
having at its disposal the combined wealth of the continent can bring about the most rapid development of
every part of the state. The prosperity of Nyasaland,
for instance, which at present appears bound up with
the R57 million Shire valley project could be guaranteed
at much less cost under a central government which
would, by exploiting the iInmense hydro-electric potentials of the Congo River, supply Nyasaland with the
power which would
"stimulate industrial development, in addition to improving
water communication and freeing a large area of fertile land
in the lower part of the Valley from the menace of floods".

By the end of the century the standard of living of
masses of the people will undoubtedly have risen dramatically under the Pan-Africanist Socialist Government
which will be using wealth of the country precisely for
that purpose. Subsistence farming will have disappeared,
and a huge internal market will absorb a very large
percentage of the industrial and agricultural products
of the continent.
FOREIGN

POLICY

There is no doubt that with liquidation of Western
imperialism and colonialism Afrika will become the
happy-hunting ground of adventuristic capital. There
will be again a scramble for Afrka and both the Soviet
Union and America will be trying to win the loyalty of
the Union of African States. Afrika would be wooed
with more ardour than she had ever been. There would
be a lot of flirting going on, of course, some Africans
flirting with the Soviet Camp, and others with the
American Camp. In some cases the courtship would
reach a stage where parties would be going out together;
and they would probably hold hands in the dark, but
nowhere would it ever reach a stage where the parties
could kiss in public without blushing. Hence, therefore,
we adhere to our Positive Neutrality excepting nothing
that affects the destiny of Afrika, rather than change
one master (Western imperialism) for another (Soviet
hegemony). The Africans would choose starvation in
freedom above opulence in bondage.
9

It is, of course, well known that all African Nationalist
parties on the continent are COlTIlnitted to the total
destruction of ungodly imperialism, colonialism, neocolonialism and sadistic white-supren1acist-boer savagery.
In a Union of African States, therefore, there will be
no "racial" groups and, I am certain, that with the
freedolTI of n10vement, from Cape to Cairo, Morocco
to Malagasy, that will result froIn the breakdown of
the territorial boundaries, the concentration of so-called
"minority groups" will disappear and this will facilitate
their assimilation into the one and indivisible African
Nation, rich in culture and talent, materially and spiritually -prosperous. Then, indeed, there will be neither
Jew nor Gentile, neither circumcised nor uncircumcised,
but all will be Sons and Daughters of Afrika, owing
their loyalty only to Afrika, each contributing according
to his ability to the welfare of the new African Socialist
Community in the full knowledge that his contribution
is appreciated and is worth while.
MERGING

OF

SONGS

In conclusion I wish to state that it is my belief that
Afrika's contribution to the welfare of lTIankind will
not only be in the lTIaterial sphere and in the field of
human relations, important though these are: Afrika
will also Inake the signal contribution of merging the
song of the industrial machine with the song from
hUInan throats, singing this tin1e, not to drown sorrow
but to give expression to the joy of achievement and
thus teach the world that production can go on at a
fast rate without the tension that characterises modern
industrialisation. That will be a New Afrika, in the
year 1973.
•
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Send contributio/'ll$ to Africana, P.O. Box 2068, Cape Town.
One prize of Rl will be awarded for the best item each month
and two of 50c for runners-up.
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"The Black man will have his own territory where he can
aspire to political leadership. He cannot be given any
political rights in a W)hite South Afjrica," ,said Mr.
Schoeman. "We will never change course for the sake of
our children."-Cape Argus [G.B.]

•

"Fresh" eggs always on sale-notice in East London supermarket.

•

Coloured folk in the main oppose the Group Areas Act
because the Government, hitherto, has failed to protect
them against social mixture with the Bantu, with the result
that the Coloured group is being bastardised and unwittingly unites with the Bantu in anti-White activities-letter
in Cape Argus [D.P.K.]

•

Mr. Waring: Don't imagine there are no millionaires in
India and Pakistan, but people are dying in the streets of
starvation.
Voice: And in South Africa, too.
Mr. Waring: That's a lie. That's a lie. That's a lie. The
person who said that is a liar. You're a liar. You're a liar.
You're a liar-Sunday Times.
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A Release
of Energy
Nigeria, the Arts and Mbari

LEWIS

NKOSI

and Artists' Club at Ibadan, the
centre of the literary life of the young Nigerian writers,
is a crumbly rundown building with a cemented yard,
an open air theatre, and a library of Ne.gro books. The
club is behind a busy dirty street where bare-boso~ed
women sit plying their wares, anything from wrIstwatches to underwear.
Around the club, all day long, there is the tremendous
din of trade, anguished haggling over prices; for
Nigerian cities are like vast market-places where everybody is trying to sell something to everybody else.
Sometilnes, while sitting on the veranda of the club, you
can hear the sound of drums rolling steadily through the
noonday heat; or a catchy highlife tune enthusiastically
celebrating the vast fortunes of tropical love.
As you walk through the gate to the Mbari Club, ~s
likely as not you will come across a huge German ~n
wrinkled pants and Nigerian shirt. lolling in a .ch~lr,
drowsy and unshaven; in fact, he IS probably thInkIng
of the next exhibition the club might put on, or some
new writing that Mbari might publish. He is Ulli Beier,
lecturer in the extra-mural department of Ibadan
University, editor of Black Orpheus, a literary journal
publising much of the new writing by Africans, and
author of Art in Nigeria.
"When I came to Nigeria eleven years ago," UBi
Beier wrote, "Nigeria had ·no contemporary literature.
Today there is enough new writing in Nigeria and other
West African countries to make the creation of a new
school curriculum, 'West African Literature', a serious
proposition."
Nigeria has released a tremendous energy in the a~ts.
At Mbari the painters and sculptors share breathIng
space with poets and playwrights - mostly young ~nd
under thirty; many of them are graduates holdIng
English degrees from Ibadan University College. They
know one another personally, read each others' works,
and they deliver themselves freely of literary )udgme.nts
on one another with an absolute lack of sentImentalIty.
Mbari is now almost synonymous with the names of
three leading young Nigerian poets: Christopher
Okigbo, who intensely admires and has been i~fluenced
by .Ezra Pound ; John Pepper Clark, who wrItes verse
plays which have the sombre weight of Grecian tragedy;
and Wole Soyinka, whose play, A Dance in the Forest,

THE MBARI WRITERS'

N K 0 S I left South Africa on an exit
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won him a literary prize. Although they write about
their country, and they have, from time to time,
borrowed from their country's myths, these young
writers' works are merely an extension of the European
literary tradition. But they are informed by a freshness
and strength that is often lacking in much of the
writing of decadent Europe. John Pepper Clark, for
instance, describes the god of creation in "The Imprisonment of Obatala" in sharp, vigorous images:
And He, roped in the tightening pit of alarms
Dangles in his front, full length.
I nvincible limbs cramp'd by love of their strength ...
satiric streak in him; his
strength comes mainly from his ability to stand outside
himself; the self-contemplating irony also means selfdiscovery. In his poem about the African immigrant in
London there is a beautiful mocking tone:
My dignity is sewn
I nto the lining of a three-piece suit.
Stiff, and with the whiteness which out-Europes
Europe.
Okigbo, whose second volume of poems is to be published shortly, is small, sardonic, and detests Inuch of
the posturing to be found in the literature which consciously extols the virtues of being black. His favourite
pastime is tracking down "negritude" poetry, which he
finds intolerable, and reading it aloud, which makes it
sound even more wooden, accompanying such a perforInance with cackles of laughter and much stamping of
feet. Perhaps the poem he dislikes most is by the Senegalese poet L60pold S6dar Senghor, dedicated "To the
American Negro Troops" of the Second World War
whom Senghor describes as "warriors whose mouths are
singing flowers".
Of the Nigerian novelists, Chinua Achebe is by far
the best. He is a soft-spoken young man in his early
thirties. In his first novel, Things Fall Apart, Achebe
wrote in simple but masterly prose, recording faithfully
and affectionately the life of an Ibo village he saw
falling apart under the impact of a grinding technological civilisation, charged with a high-powered Christian
religion. He has enormous integrity, and comlnands the
respect of the younger, more experilnentally daring
writers.
Achebe acknowledges the debt he owes to
Conrad.
WaLE SOYINKA HAS A REAL

and very controversially discussed
at home is Amos Tutuola, who has delighted English
readers with his re-creation of Yoruba myths in The
Palm Wine Drinkard, My Life in the Bush of Ghosts,
and others. He works as a clerk in the Nigerian Broadcasting Company and has had little education. Often
the younger writers appear to be amazed at his phenomenal success abroad, and while admitting his inventive
powers as a story-teller they tend to attribute his success
largely to exotic interest by English readers in the way
"a primitive story-teller" has bent the English language
to his resources. Tutuola churns out his stories in two
weeks; there is a rumour that he refuse3 payment in
cash and will accept only clothing material. When I
made an appointment by telephone to see him for an
interview he sounded quite doubtful; on my insistence

BEST KNOWN ABROAD
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he finally agreed to see me he following evening, but in
predictably African style, failed to appear. When we
finally met a day later he dismissed the incident with
a disarming candour: "Well, sir, you see the train disappointed me."
A pioneer novelist in English is Cyprian Ekwensi,
whose descriptive passages vividly capture the teeming
atmosphere of Lagos life. His second novel, Jagua N ana,
relates the story of the dwindling fortunes of a pretty
but ageing prostitute, and will be filmed shortly by an
Italian company. Often Ekwensi shows signs of bowing
to sensationalism, crowding his novels with loud violence
and sex. He is uneasy with the young writers and tends
to be imperious; on the other hand they regard some
of his work with indulgent humour, often dismissing him
as "a good journalist".
What is perhaps most striking about the literary
atmosphere in Nigeria is the sense of freedom, of
crowded intellectual disorder, the sweltering heat of talk,
of discovery, of experiment, and of the candour of
criticism - all of which must produce good literature.
John Pepper Clark sits at "Kakadu Nightclub" in Lagos
casually watching prostitutes plying their trade. He is
soon joined by Yemi Lijadu. Wole Soyinka drops in
later in the evening. Christopher Okigbo arrives after
driving 80 miles from Ibadan; and there is soon a
hubbub of talk against the din of blaring highlife music.
These writers are young, ubiquitous, impatient, excitable; and they are all helping to tell the story of a
natio~
•

In a World that Harries
Then and Now

eARL

MAFOKO

BETTY BRACED UP on the bus seat as she pushed her
hands deep in the armpits for warmth. Her lnind was
trifling with the idea of a friend that Lady Selborne
had lost to Phelindaba.
Behind, the dreary stretch of the arm of the Magalie
mountains loomed above the smoky village of Lady
Selborne . . . a dying village with memories lingering
about the yawning remains of houses.
Betty spoke. Her friend J ane was in a happy mood.
"So at last they are gone, Jane!"
"Yes, Betty," J ane joined, taking up the end of the
interesting news she had broken to her friend. "What
else could result from her fancy? There you can see
again the real Mary at work. What a clever girl she is !
Her husband would not hear of it. The boring type I
tell you. Are they not settled now, far from the
quarrels."
"I pity her temper. Mary is too rash; what do you
think, my dear?"
"And Dan was too good for them. Looks like he was
in the aprons and his wife in the pants. Too good for
that quarrelsome neighbour. Now it's all over."
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"Only hope she won't do much of the talking over
the fence. She was always for sharing a bowl of salt
from next door."
"But there everything is yours. No next door neighbours; no dirty children to spoil your furniture."
"Which they haven't," Betty said triulnphantly. "My
dear, how will they cope up with Pheli life anyway?
I mean the shining stoves, kitchen schemes and all that."
"Got to work hard, my dear, like others. En jy moet
cleverig wees (you must be sly)."
"And the rent, and food. Dan doesn't earn much/'
"But one month's sparing would not be much, Betty.
Just to furnish the house, see. How you are despised if
you live in an empty hall like most of the old families.
An o.ld bed and a bench is all you find. . . . Ha, ha!
my sIster, you know I nearly laughed my lungs out at
that story of Dambuza. Just imagine a man gambling
for furniture. . . ."
"Food and furniture, then rent. That is what makes
me doubt. No Jane, my dear, my child must have food.
Enough every day."
"And clothes of course, my sister. I can see you are
right," Jane agreed.
"Ha! you can never know how these people get
money...."
Here Betty paused, J ane being lost for words. Betty
just gazed in front.
YES, ENOUGH EVERY DAY• . • . In her expression you see
a vague longing, for something she cannot get. I t has
been carried down the ages this unrest, they say; and
in what various forms among the lower people!
"I'm afraid, Jane ..." Betty paused again. You see
the glint in her eye; you feel the throbbing in her
heart. No, it is in you. A wind is sweeping your
breast, reminding you of fearful words you once learned
from poetry, which now shape themselves in you thus:

The gale, it blew so hard among the massy trees;
The gloom of it, it frightened the lonely African child;
She sought protection in the quelling assurance
Of her mother's hearth, so full of glowing warmth.
The burning fire was in the red, red embers.
The gale, it blows
young girl;
I t fans the fire of
eyes
At every turn she
harries;
Crying: good luck,

the soul to amber in her shallow

Mbari Publications

prays tor safety in a world that

IBADAN

come my way, good luck.

J.

U CH B

Now it's lane and Betty, restlessly swinging their taut
hinds
M AF 0 K 0
is the
learner-journalist in Pretoria.
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house in Pheli?"
"Yes, my stoep and yard, every piece of it, they say."
"No, municipality.
That's the municipality's
property."
"And the escape from nuisance landlords, Betty."
"No, my dear, that's to change from talking-landlord
to landlord that lashes."
"Well ... eh ... the municipality is a harsh landlord; there you're right, my sister. How I respect your
sense !"
Betty just stared again, her parted, thickish lips essaying a word; her white pearly teeth arrayed in a pleasing
outline.
"Look, last year James was ill for four months...."
"And you exhausted all your savings on rent; shame!"
"Oh, Jane! whose savings? Just explained our position to our landlord. And what a rattle of a landlord
we have! But oh ! he understood. He always does when
it comes to such pathetic cases. So what matters the
silly chiding?"
"And we always laugh at their singing. Is it not nice,
my sister!"
"Yes, and they are ridiculed. So we come out victorious."
"Oh!" exclaimed Jane when she realised the bus was
stopping where she alights. She has to hurry. Ten
minutes left.
.,? ''What is perhaps most striking about the literary
atmosphere in Nigeria is the sense of freedom, of
"So," shouted Betty behind her, "we meet tonight by
the fire on our stoep. I have neWi for you, dear Jane."
J ane does not reply now; and Betty understands. The
girl's mind is fixed now on her work. She must hurry.
So Betty just stares, and shows her shining teeth, her
parted lips thickish and brown. She is speaking, yes,
but to whom.... ?
Young woman was not wont to muse in this forlorn
m~~~
•
"TALK OF MY

so hard now in the bosom of the

Then Nomsakazi and Tselane lustily braced their
bodies as they danced,
Chanting folk-lore, as they I~athered wood and reed,
For father's thatch that must protect them against the
ratn.

CAR L

On the hard seats of a rocking bus,
Vigorously clutching at fleeting ideas,
Seeking tor one that must offer them security.
The world offers no comfort ... not even the world
of husbands.
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rrSouth African"
Theatre
MAURICE

HOMMEL

IF, AS LEADING REPRESENTATIVES of South African
theatre cl~~m, the action taken by Equity, the 10,000strong BrItIsh actors' union, in forbidding its members
to appear before segregated audiences in South Africa
is going to leave a gap, the claim can also be made that
lo~g bef?re the Equity ban a vast cultural hiatus already
eXIsted In the theatre and the arts generally in this
country.
And this position obtained precisely because of the
tac.it and implied approval given by leading representatIves of South AfrIcan theatre to Afrikaner Coloured
,
African and English cultural vacuums.'
~rt .must re~ect .a synthesis of the highest human
aspI;atIons, whIch In such circumstances (segregated
audIences and casts) becomes unattainable because it is
a denial of fundamental humanism.
. South African culture is an integrated composite of
dIverse cultures drawn from inside and outside the
country. And any attempt to build up a South African
organisation must reject a caste system which is artificially superimposed on the common roots of our culture.
F~r culture can only sicken and decay and produce
tr~bal cults when it is artificially restricted, isolated and
stIfled. How preposterous and moribund therefore the
pretensions of a Native Affairs DepartInent and a
Coloured Affairs Department to subsidise the manufacture of "Bantu" culture, "Malay" culture and
"Coloured" culture.
An absolute necessity would be the wholesale onslaught on. and rejection of caste barriers by leading
re~resentatIve~ of South African culture in the interpretatIon of theIr arts. The enrichment and veritable
efflorescence of social life must inevitably follow. It will
also open conditions which will enable all South Africans
to contribute to the fuller development of world culture.
South African theatre has never got beyond being an
anaemic little stream diverted to the local shores from
t~e main current of European theatre. Cut off from the
hfe of the nation as a whole, it is deprived of the means
of developing an independent South African contribution to world culture.

of its artists for the vitality
of Europ~, Incapable of combating the flood of vulgarity
(threatenIng to assume Olympic proportions) from
Hollywood, "White" theatre maintains a mediocre existence by pandering to such vulgarity and even competing with it. Artificially raised to the false position

ABANDONED. BY THE BEST

H 0 M M E L, a teacher until 1960,
was first a reporter on the Cape Argus and is now
a sub-editor on a Johannesburg daily newspaper.
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of "South African" theatre, it is a shoddy masquerade
upon. which the curtain is being rung down.
There is no native drama in South Africa (not in the
Native Affairs Department sense of the word, of course)
or culture. In the field of drama anything that attains
to ~n acceptable standard of technique, at least, has to
be Imported.
On the other hand the very nature of the socioeconomic structure here deprives the majority of South
Africans from even the rudiments of the forms of
cultural expression, apart from that offered by the
screen which is usually in the fonn of jazzed-up,
gIamourised distortions.
However, the abundance of theatrical activity among
Non-Whites is a striking, if generally pathetic expression
of a b~rning desire on the part of the aspirant artists,
who, WIthout even having considered the basis on which
art can develop in South Africa, attempt to express
themselves artistically. It is the tragedy of a legitimate
human aspiration frustrated at every turn. This despera~~ b~nd of people, caught up in their "vaulting
am~I!IOn ofte~ try .to scale the sheer cliffs of genuine
artIstIC expreSSIon WIth bare hands.
Indeed, these young enthusiasts, standing on the
t~reshold of a prodigious social change, are presented
WIth a herculean task. They have not only to initiate
the creation of a tradition of theatre where none
existed, but also to fashion the tools for this task. They
have nowhere to turn for standards to emulate for none
exists in this country. They have to fall back on their
own initiative and limited pool of experience and supplement it with much reading.
The f~ct that .th:y are ~aced by vast and what may
be conSIdered vIrgtn audIences is a factor which is
advantageous as the movement is still in its infancy.
It is wrong to assume that the cultural needs of
Sout~ Africa. are best. me! by a simple attitude of "get
on WIth the Job of gOIng Into production".
tradition of artistic independence, dignity and fidelity, the tendency to confuse
~ere technical proficie.ncy with genuine artistic practice
IS common among artIsts only too eager "to appear on
the boards".
Whites who appear in the midst of Non-Whites are
treated as natural superiors and patrons whether they
expect such treatment or not, as they are looked upon
as the purveyors of the desired commodity technique.
At best "Non-European" theatre has attempted to
break. a~ay from "White:' patronage by trying to
~stabhsh Independent premIses. In doing so it has cut
Itself off from theatre knowledge and technique a
"Whit~" monopoly. It tends to consolidate inferio~ity
and tnes to compete with "Whites" on the common basis
of racialism. It is a development least able to make a
contribution to world culture in South Africa.
The creative artist must break away from his milieu
to be .obj~~.tive. Only by doing so can he give a true
reflectIon In the speculum of his art" of the whole of
life; showing the age its "particular fonn and pressure".
The Blood Knot has been acclaimed by critics as the
"~atest South Mrican play yet written". One of the
chIef points of comparison is the fact that the play

IN THE ABSENCE OF ANY
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deals with the phenomenon known as "trying for white".
This theme seems to have a peculiar fascination for
liberal writers particularly and, like murderers who are
reputed to return to the scenes of their crimes, most of
thenl are possessed of a guilt complex about this
"problem" which amounts almost to an obsession. It-is
a pity at all tilnes that writing and acting of merit
should be wasted on such psychotic mysticism.
No true artist, since the Renaissance with its concept

Words
Words
Words
MANY YEARS AGO, a small meeting was
held in the vestry of the Irene Dutch
Reformed Church in Johannesburg. The
chairman, the Revd. A. M. Meiring introduced one after another, giving name
and denomination. He came to a tall
smiling clergyman, stopped after giving
his name and said: "I don't know which
Church Mr. Blaxall belongs to . . ."
Recalling this in a 20,OOO-word essay
recently sent to fellow-members of the
International Fellowship of Reconciliation, Dr. Blaxall ended "I treasure this
as one of the greatest compliments ever
paid to me." No one knows exactly what
political views Dr. Blaxall holds, nor to
which South African community he feels
closer, the white or the bla.ck, except
that, as the essay says, he believes "We
must work towards one undivided South
Africa, we must do so without resort to
violence, and in a spirit of love towards
all men."
He came from England forty years
ago, brought light and meaning to the
lives of the African and Coloured blind
and deaf, for whom almost no provision
was made until he started the Athlone
School for the Blind in 1927. With a
Wits honorary doctorate, l'\e still serves
on the S.A. National Council for the
Blind and other national social welfare
bodies. At Ezenzeleni blind school near
Johannesburg he employed many young
clerks, who became his friends, and
when he travels he visits them-Zeke
Mphahlele in Paris, Nana Mahomo in
London and others, like the stormy
petrel of Be-chuanaland politics, Motsamai Mpho, elsewhere in Africa. Arthur,
as they call him, is the confidant of
Congressmen, Africanists, Liberals, of
Lutuli. Sobukwe, Paton. (He visited
M andela three times in the Johannesburg
Fort, between his arrest and trial.) He
is ~lc;;o the friend of Rotarians. Afrikaner
officials, social workers, gaolbifds and
cl1lbmen. Recently, aged seventy, he
whizzed around Oar es Salaam by night,
on the back of a motor-scooter, looking
up South African political refugee
friends. A few months later he was on
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of universal man, creates for a particular tribe or socalled "race". The artist cannot restrict himself to
sectional interests without detriment to his art: he is
only capable of his greatest range when the society he
works for is integral and as wide and varied as hUlnanity
itself. And in the same way no world artist who
respects him or herself will perform to segregated
audiences and still be able to feel that they are contributing to world culture.
•

the mail-boat heading from Cape Town
to Port Elizabeth to take the cnair at
the annual general meeting of the South
African National Council -for the Deaf.
While he and Mrs. Blaxall are still
actively working for the blind, the International Fellowship of Reconciliation, a
pacifist group with branches in thirty
<::ountries of the East and West, is a
major interest of his today.
He knows two dark sides of South
Africa best: that of the blind and deaf,
described in his Ten Cameos from
Darkest Africa (Lovedale, 1937) and the
world of apartheid, of passes, prisons,
strikers, police raids. And in the latter
not just as an observer: on 17 October
1962, his IFOR office in the Trades Hall,
Johannesburg was raided by Se.curity
policemen, who, say the Press, "took
samples of the Fellowship's publications". They will find dangerous stuff in
them, as they will in Ten Cameos if
that is photostated and filed in The
Greys too-stuff about peace, love and
unity, which are in direct conflict with
"Government policy" regarding internal
military security, white supremacy, and
race separation.
•
(tFLEET STREET [WRITES Myrna Blumberg,
London]
would
be
surprised
to
learn. as the Cape ArRus suggested,
(3.9.62), that it is "bored" with South
African problems. In my experience,
there is very robust concern for South
Africa among Fleet Street journalistsbut rather than repeat what I have
already written in The New African, perhaps I could discuss the week of news
examined by the A rgus, 13 August to
19 August.
The A rgus seems to feel that the poor
coverage of that full week "gives every
appearance" that the popular press has
"written South Africa off, at least for the
present, as of no interest", although it
adds that the "serious papers put up
much more of a show in keeping their
readers informed".
Let's begin with the Fleet Street coverage of Nelson Mandela's arrest. I don't
like to quarrel with another colleague's
news sense, but the A r~us correspondent
is the first 10urnalist who has not felt
that Mr. Mandela's arrest received very
full coverage indeed. Perhaps the A rRus
London office does not see all the editions of the Fleet Street papers. The
evening papers prominently reported the
arrest of the South African "Black Pimpernel", a nhrase that almost every paper
seized upon. including the "serious" papers. The following morning even the
popular Daily Mirror had a profile by
THE

their African specialist, Donald Wise, on
Pimpernel Mandela; The Guardian had
a long piece by their Commonwealth
Correspondent, Patrick Keatley, on what
African exiles from South Africa thought
about Mandela's arrest, and the following morning they followed this up with
another profile of Mandela by Mary
Benson (not forgetting that during last
year's March strike The Guardian had
yet another profile of Mandela on the
leader page); The Times gave Mr. Mandela their usual full, sober news treatment, but no editorial comment - their
last blistering leader comment on South
Africa was only a few weeks back,
attacking the Sabotage Act.
As for the conference of African exiles
in Dar es Salaam: there are, as all
newspapers know, conferences of exiles
in many places most of the time, and yet
The Observer managed to do a news
niece on this conference (which the Argus
seems to have missed) and the following
day The Guardian did yet another piece
on the same conference (which again the
ArRus seems to have missed). The Umtata
trial of Peter Hjul and Randolph Vigne
was very well covered by The Guardian
and The Times, and major Fleet Street
journalists sent a message of support to
Hjul and Vigne for their fight for a free
Press.
Now the Argus must have a very odd
sense of world news if it thinks that one
bomb at Evaton Post Office is world
front-page stuff; yet I did read about it
briefly in a couple of London papers (the
earlier exolosions had wider coverage) as
well as the arrest of George Peake.
•
"AND so I MIGHT GO ON. I know, un..
questionably, from personal experience
that most Fleet Street foreign editors are
keeping a very lively eye on South
Africa. The so-called popular papers,
which print little straight news from anywhere, always prefer the "human stories";
the straightforward, generalised harangue
about South Africa doesn't excite them,
and never did. The London Daily Mail
gave an example of this a few weeks ago
by publishing a large and beautifully
illustrated article on a couple of Immorality Act refugees: there wasn't a scrap
of news in this. but it showed that the
Mail and papers like it are always on the
look-out for stories of how the apartheid
net affects the lives of ordinary people. I
would agree with the A rgus on this: that
a weakeninJ! of the Verwoerd Government or any new crisis in South Africa
would get soeedy, full-blooded Fleet
Street treatment."
•
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Human Ecology
EDWARD

ROUX

Remaking Africa by Nigel Heseltine. (Museum Press)
ANTI-COLONIAL OR anti-imperialist revolution in
Africa is nearing cOlTIpletion. It lags behind in South
Africa. It will happen to-morrow in Kenya, while in
the Portuguese territories the writing is on the wall. This
revolution, in so far as it requires the transfer of power
from foreign governments to the leaders of the indigenous peoples and the abolition of colour discrimination,
has been and remains a political and social necessity.
However, by itself it will not solve the economic and
social problelTIs of Africa unless it is followed fairly
quickly by two other revolutions, the agricultural and
the industrial.
Nigel Heseltine's book is an attempt to bring this
home to those who are interested in Africa. In the
excitement of the achievement of uhuru African leaders
and their supporters are prone to think all will be well
once independence is achieved. In fact some of the
real troubles will only then begin, and though industrialization and soil conservation are perhaps less romantic
than political emancipation, they wiIi demand very
serious attention.
This book is essentially an ecological study of the
African continent omitting the countries bordering on
the Mediterranean and the Republic of South Africa.
Ecology is the science that deals with the environment.
Human ecology must take into consideration not only
man himself but the soil, plants, animals, mineral resources and topography of the place where he lives. One
of the first things that strikes an ecolog-ist looking at the
new independent African states is that they are neither
ethnic nor geographical entities but bits of Africa which
the colonial powers grabbed, exploited and have now
abandoned. Though much is made of Ghanaians,
Angolans, Kenyans and Tanganyikans, these words in
fact mean very little. The natural divisions of Africa
would be those based on the great river basins, the
Niger, the Congo and the Zambesi. As for PanAfricanism, one hears little of attempts to amalgamate
the newlv independent states.
A subject of some interest is the role of the white man
in the new Africa. As administrator he will have to go,
for obvious psychological reasons. Scientific re~earch,
on the other hand, cannot be "Africanized" like an
administration. The scientist and the technical expert
will have to be retained for some considerable time, even
if they are white - unless of course African states are
prepared for the time being to abandon what is usually
called "progress", and this seems unlikely.
The author ends his book with some interesting
though inconclusive remarks concerning the new men
who are needed for the remaking of Africa. It is, of
course, the youth who will be called upon to provide the
THE
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leadership and the enthusiaslTI for building the brave
new world in what was once called the "Dark Continent'·'. Heseltine, who is a Christian, hopes they will
be inspired by Christianity. Other sources of inspiration,
which he acknowledges but considers inferior, may be
found in commUniSlTI and Islam. Christianity, he
admits, had an unfortunate beginning in Africa.
"Had the first European settlers mingled their blood with
that of the African they traded \vith and enslaved, we \vouId
have had again a new race born along the coastal fringe....
But the European practised separatism. He brought in a
religion of brotherhood, but he maintained himself as a
privileged person. He preached equality of all men before
God, and practised the most studied inequality. The clergy
or missionaries were of another race from their congregations, and they were identified with the colonial society of
which they formed part. . . . By contrast, although Islam
was the religion of the rulers, an African who embraced
Islam could if he had the necessary abilities, become automatically one of the ruling class."

In spite of this, Nigel Heseltine thinks that African
Christian clergy will supply the moral training needed
by the new leadership. One wonders whether, in view
of the multiplicity of creeds, it would not be better for
African nationalism to develop its own politico-social
philosophy, independent of Marxism, Christianity and
Islam, or tolerating all three, if that is possible.
•
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To The Editors
Peter Clarke in Sweden
DEAR

sIRs,-In your October number you

say that Peter Clarke's story "Eleven
O'clock: the Wagons, the Shore" is being
published for the first time.
In my anthology Afrika berattar, 1%1,
this story was published in Swedish
translation, and I also refer to it in my
introductory essay. My anthology has
also been translated into Finnish, Norwegian and Danish. English is thus the
fifth language of the story.
Sixteen non-white writers from the
Union are represented in this anthology,
among them lames Matthews, Richard
Moore Rive, Lewis Nkosi, Can Temba,
Casey Motsisi, Dennis Brutus, Zeke
Mphahlele, Peter A~rahams, Alfred Hu!chinson, Arthur MaImane, Todd Matshlkiza.
Wishing you the best of luck for the
future of paper.
PER WASTBERG
Stockholm, Sweden

Direction or Destination
reading the earlier
portion of Mr. David Evans' article with
the above title, I began to suspect that he
was not a Liberal at all-as he says he
is- but a Socialist, and by the time that
I got to the end of the article, I came to
suspect that he might be a Communist.
What I mean by a Socialist is a person
who believes that a Civil Servant can run
an industry better than an industrialist,
and by a Communist one who desires
that all means of production, distribution and exchange shall be in the hands
of the state and that all personal liberty
be. suppressed.
Mr. Evans is out of date. He says
"Production must be geared to meet
need." Has he not heard of the British
Socialist Minister who said in 1946 "One
thing Britain will never lack-plenty of
cheap coal and an abundance of fish."
After a few years of Socialism, it ~as
cheaper to import coal from AmerIca
than to use the local product of planned
production, and as for fish~ it was scarce,
dear and bad. Nationalisation of industry
is thoroughly discredited in Britain ~xcept
for a small section of the left wIng of
the Labour party, yet Mr. Evans us~s
the old Socialist claptrap "The answer IS
surely planning and control by experts
responsible to the State."
Why do I say that Mr.. Evans shows
leanings towards CommunIsm? Be<?ause
he speaks with symJ?athy of ~and natIonalisation and collectIve farmIng, and that
is just what turns sociali~m into. c,?mmunism. He forgets that eIther SocIahsm
or Commu·nism means the death of all
liberal ideas (a strange thing for a Liber.al
to desire) and that Russia after 45 years
of "planning and control by e~perts" has
not been able to "gear productIon to meet
the need."
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Admittedly, many countries today such
as Britain, Sweden, have nationalised
some industries without being Socialist,
and are sometimes known as Social Democracies because they are still democratic which no Socialist Government can
possibly be.
In order to find money for a South
African Welfare State, Mr. Evans hints
at the nationalisation of the mines, meaning I assume the gold mines. I have
myself wondered where the Liber~l
Party is going to get the money for theIr
reforms, but I do not think they will get
it from the gold mines, though m~n,
would regard that industry as one whIch
morally ought to belong to the nation.
At present the State does not do too
badly out of them. Natio~alised, I
wonder if it would get anythIng at all,
a case of killing the goose which lays
the golden egg, with a vengeance.
Somerset We'St
R. LEATHER

Inevitable Freedom
SIRs,-The African people in this
country, like any?ther part of the
human race in the hIstOry of the world,
are destined inevitably to ,achieve their
freedom. For years it has been held from
them and each time the idea has been
denied them it has grown a little stronger.
Not long ago, they asked for more
money to improve their wretched lot.
In their blindness the white people
ignored them, and they tested the
strength of their ide.a by stri~ing. The
strike failed, but the Idea remaIned.
Imagine that you are an. Africa~. ~f
you are really not an .Affl~an,. thIS is
going to call for all the ImaginatIon you
can muster. Since I am ·one, maybe I can
help you to make the adjust!TIent. As an
African you've got a specl.al probleln
when it comes to advising your youngster
on the choice of a career. Should we
encourage them to prepare themselves for
fields in which the doors have been shut
to Africans, in the hope that th~y will
somehow break through the barflers?
The white people in this country, like
the white people in so many parts ~f
Africa, have grown to look on the. Afrlcan as something subhuman, Without
destiny.
. .
Now, the Africans are begint:llng to see
the real truth, that they too are humans
with a destiny. It is new !or ~hem: not
widely accepted yet, but Its tIme is to
come and it will eventually be far
stronger than all the armies of repressi?n.
There is one thing stronger than armIes,
an idea whose time is to come.
Pretoria
WEBSTER MAKAZA
DEAR

Afro-Asian and World Affairs
DEAR SIRS,-I am sure you are aware of
the existence of the Institute for AfroAsian and World Affairs., which though

recently set up, has already established
its name as an organisation devoted to
the spread of knowl~.ge and und~r
standing of the pohttcal, eco~omlc,
social and other developments In the
international field.
The Institute carries out its objectives through: (a) publication ?f
periodicals, pamphlets and ~o~ks lO
different languages; (b) organIsation of
seminars, symposia and study-groups;
(c) lectures by eminent persons who are
expert in different fields; (d) the
teaching of foreign languages ; (e)
assistance and facilities for research
work.
The Institute seeks the help and cooperation of othe: bo~i~s eng~g~ in
similar work or WIth SImilar objectives.
The Founder President of the Institute
is Smt. Rameshwari Nehru. Am~ng the
members of the Executive Com[~l1t~ee a~e
well-known educationists, speCIalists In
Asian and Af.rican affairs, writers,
lawyers and public workers.
.
.
The membership of the Institute. IS
open to all your ~ea~ers who agr~ WIth
the aims and objectives for whIch t~e
Institute is established. Life Membership
fee is Rs. 250/- and Ordinary Membership fee is Rs. 10/- annually: Our a~d~ess
is 14, Theatre Communication Bwl~ng,
Connaught
Circus,
New
Delhi-I,
India.
h· h
Among the first publications w IC our
Institute has. printed is a pamphlet by
Or. B. N. Ganguli, Pro-Vice-Chancellor
of Delhi University .and former Head of
the Delhi School of Economics.
ARUNA ASAF ALl, DIRECTOR

New Delhi, India

New Racial Fallacies
-As a serious essay on the
subject, Mr. E. L. Ntloedibe's article on
"Race and Nationhood" (October) adds
little to existing knowl~dge. But ~y substituting a new collectI.on of raCIal fallacies for the old ones It does show how
political mythology is established. In fact
all Mr. Ntloedibe tried t'? d? was. to
give a reason for the AfT1ca~:l1st policy
of distinguishing b~tween raCIal gro.ups,
other than the real reason-that effectl~e
political organisat~on ca~ be !TI0re. eaSily
achieved by a SImple IdentIficatIon of
oppression with colour.
But there are a couple of awkward
facts to be faced when the idea is
examined from the point of view of
truth, not political usefulness. One of
these is that not all people behave the
same way because they are the same
colour. Another is that thousand.s of
people reject oppression even though they
could be oppressors if they wanted to be.
So a new argument has to be foundthat these people benefit from the ac~s
of the oppressors. This sounds good until
one realises that a lot of othe~ people
benefit too-in the purely mateflal sense
(and this, apparently is the sole determinant) even though they do so unequally.
Rondebosch
R. N. NORDAU

DEAR SIRS

Place, 48 Shortmarket Street, Cape Town, and
Salt River.
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